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Carbon Reduction from an SME perspective

• Derby Uni Net-Zero Pathway – Carbon literacy for all
• SMEs and the ‘Race to Zero’
• Enablers and barriers to progress
• SME maturity in the transition to net-zero
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University of Derby 
Net-Zero
Pathways

Race to Zero
Corporate Operations

Strategy: ESG Zero Carbon Pathway
Procurement: Net+ Futures

Campus: ISO 14001
Recruitment:  Prof Net Zero; 

Prof Future Cities ++
Capability: Carbon Literacy Training

Curriculum: PRME/ ESD
Students: Responsible Futures
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Carbon Literacy Courses for Universities
Free Carbon Literacy Project toolkits
Nottingham Trent and Manchester Met Universities have produced toolkits 
that have been designed to be accessible and engaging for all university 
members, and is equally suitable for academic or professional services staff, 
and for undergraduate and postgraduate students from any discipline.

There are also guides to delivering Carbon Literacy in your institution and 
adapting the Module content.

Manchester Metropolitan toolkit - Content
The course consists of 5 modules, each of which can be delivered either 
online or face-to-face: The Modules are:
• The Science of Climate Change
• Exploring Carbon Footprints
• A Zero Carbon World
• Our Wider Influence
• Taking Action

See Carbon Literacy Project
https://carbonliteracy.com/toolkits/uni
versities-colleges/ 
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Public Policy: Carbon Neutrality by 2050
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What is Net-Zero?

UN Global Campaign:
“..for a healthy, resilient, zero carbon 
recovery that prevents future threats, 
creates decent jobs, and unlocks 
inclusive, sustainable growth”.

• 733 cities
• 31 regions
• 3000+ businesses
• 173 major investors
• 622 Universities

A working definition of net zero: 
To reduce company wide and value-chain greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions in line with 
limiting warming to well below 2°C and ideally 1.5°C, and to balance any remaining 
emissions by enhancing carbon sinks which remove carbon dioxide from the atmosphere. 
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Re-imagining the future
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The role of business in the journey to net-zero

British Business Bank (2021) Smaller businesses and the transition to net-zero p.15

BEIS (2021) Breakdown of greenhouse gas emissions by end user

Estimated share of UK greenhouse gas emission from SMEs
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55 - 90+% of emissions lie in the supply chain
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How engaged are supply chain managers?

Two years on from the UK’s net-zero commitment, a CIPS survey of 
Supply Chain Managers found:

41% do not believe they will be able to deliver against the net-zero 
target 

48% do not believe their organisation is transparent enough with 
consumers, clients, and regulators about sustainability

18% said they were completely unaware of any corporate sustainability 
strategy at all

19% were not involved at all in their organisation’s sustainability 
strategy

43% said they were only lightly involved.
Chartered Institute of Procurement & Supply (CIPS) Survey of 318 supply chain managers (September 2021)  
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SMEs already on the Net-Zero Pathway
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Has your company considered opportunities for clean growth?

2%

23%

22%

17%

15%

21%

No response

We have not considered this

We have considered this but do not think there are opportunities for us

We have considered this and want to start developing plans

We have considered this and are starting to develop activity

This is already a part of our growth strategies

For 36% of companies 
clean growth is already 
wholly or partly integrated 
into their business growth 
strategies; up from 29% in 
2020.

But 45% of firms have not 
considered or discounted 
clean growth.

Source: Pro-environmental business and clean growth trends for the East Midlands 2021 (Gallotta et al., 2021)
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Larger companies 
continue to be more 
advanced than 
smaller firms in 
integrating clean 
growth in their 
business strategies
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This is already a part of our growth strategies

We have considered this and are starting to develop activity
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Clean Growth strategies by business size

Larger companies 
continue to be more 
advanced than 
smaller firms in 
integrating clean 
growth in their 
business strategies

Source: Pro-environmental business and 
clean growth trends for the East Midlands 
2021 (Gallotta et al., 2021)
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SME’s appetite for net-zero transformation

Proportion of small businesses that say they want to do more to achieve net zero
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SMEs in our region want more help

Proportion of small businesses that say more information from their local authority or LEP would encourage their business to be more energy efficient 
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Total annual Carbon Emissions

1,598.1 tonnes of CO2e .

Key Actions Carbon Reduction Potential

1,336.44 tonnes of CO2

Cawarden - Reclamation

Future Fit Progress Indicators
• Transition to Green D + HVO 

fuel
• Transition to Sustainable 

TransportBE06  Operations emit no greenhouse 
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Barriers and Enablers for SMEs

Blundel and Hampton (2021) How can SMEs contribute to net-zero?: An evidence review (p.4)
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Pressure to transform is mounting
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Race to Zero - What can SMEs do?

“Every business must now ask not only ‘how can we reduce our 
emissions as quickly as possible,’ but also ‘how can we use our 
full resources, scale, influence, the passion of our employees, 
and our broader community to help build a world where all living 
things can thrive?’”
– Jamie Alexander, Drawdown Labs
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Broad Definition of Pro-environmental Business

A pro-environmental business is one that “explicitly focus their 
efforts on solving environmental challenges by reducing negative 
environmental impacts, increasing resilience against 
environmental impacts, or by providing a more efficient and 
responsible use of natural resources. Through their products and 
services, they contribute to the protection of the environment, 
the climate, biodiversity and natural ecosystems”. 

GIZ 2015 p.8 
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SME maturity in transition to net-zero
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SUSTAINABLE 
SUPPLY CHAINS
Part of the DE-Carbonise programme

www.lowcarbonbusiness.net www.derby.ac.uk/business-services/funding/de-carbonise-project/
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www.derby.ac.uk/research/centres-
groups/centre-for-business-

improvement/sustainable-business

www.derby.ac.uk/decarbonise

www.lowcarbonbusiness.net

f.paterson@derby.ac.uk

Procurement and the Race to Zero

Thank you

http://www.derby.ac.uk/research/centres-groups/centre-for-business-improvement/sustainable-business
http://www.derby.ac.uk/decarbonise
http://www.lowcarbonbusiness.net/

